"Blockchain will make B2B financial transactions more transparent, verifiable, and regulatory compliant."

SMARTIVATIVE
A RegTech solution for OTC Derivatives
WHAT SMARTIVATIVE DOES
Change the legal management of OTC derivatives using the blockchain.

- **It creates Opportunities.**
  Improving Competitiveness, Transparency and Fairness

- **It lowers Costs.**

- **It resolves Issues.**
  Litigation prevention – Facilitating Monitoring – Management

HOW SMARTIVATIVE WORKS
Smartivative executes ISDA Agreements by using smart contracts on blockchain to increase accuracy and transparency, efficiency in automation and ensure less misinterpretation.

Smartivative translates legal clauses and financial parametrization in software code, executed using oracles on blockchain.

OTC MANAGEMENT TOOL
Smartivative simplifies monitoring portfolios of derivatives allowing an aggregate view of risks and exposures.

**Smartivative provides**
- what if / scenario analysis / stress test for counterparty / ISDA Agreement / Confirmation + at portfolio level.

**Smartivative BOT** knows the rights and duties of the parties and works as a moderator that dynamically manages the actions of the parties. Everything is stored in the blockchain.

WHO WE ARE
Smartivative is a product of Superflat SA a Swiss company operating in the RegTech field. The project won a grant for innovation from Innosuisse (Swiss Innovation Agency).
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SUPSI

Superflat SA – via Greina 2 – 6900 Lugano, Switzerland
- website: smartivative.com -
  LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/superflat-sa